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Abstract—In order to address the commonly met issue of
overfitting in speech recognition, this article investigates Multi-
Task Learning, when the auxiliary task focuses on speaker clas-
sification. Overfitting occurs when the amount of training data
is limited, leading to an over-sensible acoustic model. Multi-Task
Learning is a method, among many other regularization methods,
which decreases the overfitting impact by forcing the acoustic
model to train jointly for multiple different, but related, tasks.
In this paper, we consider speaker classification as an auxiliary
task in order to improve the generalization abilities of the acoustic
model, by training the model to recognize the speaker, or find
the closest one inside the training set. We investigate this Multi-
Task Learning setup on the TIMIT database, while the acoustic
modeling is performed using a Recurrent Neural Network with
Long Short-Term Memory cells.

I. INTRODUCTION

Deep neural networks (DNN), through their ability to as-
similate higher levels of abstract concepts using their multiple
levels of non-linear nodes, have made deep learning algo-
rithms the best performing modeling techniques for Automatic
Speech Recognition (ASR) [1]. Despite the effectiveness of
classic fully-connected feed-forward DNNs, more complex
methods, profiting from diverse hidden-connections architec-
tures, have led to higher recognition accuracies. Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNN) [2] or Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) using Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [3] cells
can be mentioned among them. Shared connection weights
are applied to different localized patches for CNN, whereas
RNN-LSTM contain backward connections, thereby adding a
temporal memory.

However, deep learning algorithms sometimes suffer from
bad generalization. This issue, commonly known as “overfit-
ting“, occurs when the amount of available training data is
limited. Thus, the network learns an accurate representation
for the training set only. As a result, the learned representation
does not necessarily generalize well to unseen datasets and real
life conditions.

In this paper, we propose to study whether the overfitting
problem can be addressed, by training a single system to
solve multiple different tasks. In contrast with the common
Single Task Learning (STL) training, this schema is know as
Multi-Task Learning (MTL) [4]. The core concept is to train
a single deep learning architecture to solve in parallel one
main task, plus at least one auxiliary task. In this article, the
main task is the usual estimation of phoneme-state posterior
probabilities used for ASR, whereas the auxiliary task focuses

on recognizing/classifying the speaker. By forcing the network
to recognize the speaker, it gains additional contextual infor-
mation and learns hidden representations characterizing long-
term properties of the voice timber. We expect this to improve
the system’s ability to decode speech. Training is performed
using a RNN-LSTM deep learning algorithm.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents
related work. In Section 3, the MTL mechanism is described.
Further details concerning the auxiliary task are discussed in
Section 4. Section 5 introduces the experimental setup and
results are shown in Section 6. Finally, we conclude and
present future work ideas in Section 7.

II. RELATED WORK

In order to improve generalization, several regularization
methods can be applied1. Early stopping, for instance, involves
stopping the training as soon as the recognition accuracy
decreases on a validation set [5]. Adding to the cost function
a term, that facilitates a sparser internal architecture (a.k.a.
L1 and L2 regularization), has led to better generalizing sys-
tems [6]. Recently, promising results are obtained by randomly
dropping units during training (dropout), leading to a thinned
neural network, but only during training [7]. Additionally,
some hybrid approaches investigate sparse DNNs by limiting
the connections inside the neural network in a bio-inspired,
ordered manner [8].

Many of these methods assume that the network is unneces-
sarily deep and/or wide, and try to reduce the network so each
of its units and weights carry a determining information, rather
than maximizing the whole network potential provided by its
modeling capacity. Moreover, the network’s ability to gener-
alize is limited by the recognition task. This bring us to the
intuition that if the network is asked to learn some significant
information, aside of the phoneme-state posterior probabilities
commonly used for ASR, overfitting could be lowered while
taking advantage of all of the network’s parameters. This is
also the main motivation for MTL [4].

Lately, MTL applied to DNN / CNN / RNN or RNN-LSTM
acoustic models has shown promising results in several areas
of speech and language processing: speech synthesis [9], [10],
speaker verification [11], multilingual speech recognition [12],

1Beside reducing overfitting, regularization methods are sometimes crucial
for the network’s convergence. Here, we focus on the generalization contri-
bution.
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[13], [14], spoken language understanding [15], [16], natural
language processing [17], etc.

Here, our interest focuses on the ASR area, in which
several different auxiliary tasks have proven their usefulness.
Gender classification was primarily considered as an auxiliary
task for ASR, by adding two (male/female) [18] or three
(male/female/silence) [19] additional output nodes to a RNN
acoustic model. Using phoneme classification, as an additional
auxiliary task of the phoneme-state posterior probabilities,
indicates to a DNN which state posteriors may be related [20],
[21]. Nevertheless, using broader phonetic classification (plo-
sive, fricative, nasal, . . . ) is an ineffective auxiliary task for
ASR [19]. Other studies investigate graphemes (symbolic
representation of phonemes), showing that estimating only the
current grapheme as auxiliary task is unworthy [19]. However,
adding the left and right grapheme context improves the main
recognition task [22]. Estimating the phoneme context is also
a successful auxiliary task [20]. Furthermore, adapting the
acoustic model to a specific speaker can be improved by MTL
using broader unites as well [23]. In this case a STL DNN
is trained in a speaker-independent manner. Then, while the
major part of the DNN’s parameters are fixed, a small number
of the network’s parameters are updated using MTL. More
specifically, phoneme and senone-cluster estimation are tested
as auxiliary tasks for adaptation.

Robustness to noise is a common speech recognition issue
that some MTL auxiliary tasks try to address. This could be
done by generating enhanced speech as an auxiliary task [18],
[24], or more recently by recognizing the noise type [25].

Additional information on MTL usage for automatic speech
recognition can be found in [26].

We propose to use speaker classification as the auxiliary
task. This task can be seen as an extension of the gender clas-
sification auxiliary task, as we use speaker related information
for the MTL. Our interest is in teaching the network that the
variations of the phoneme-state acoustic features are due to the
numerous speakers (and their very personal characteristics),
hence, reducing overfitting.

III. MULTI-TASK LEARNING

Studies discussing Multi-Task Learning emerged in
1997 [4]. As stated earlier, the primary idea for MTL consists
of training jointly and in parallel one deep learning model
on several tasks that are different, but related. As a rule,
the network is trained on one main task, plus at least one
or more auxiliary tasks. The aim of the auxiliary task is to
improve the model’s convergence, more specifically to the
benefit of the main task. An illustration, where the MTL has
one main task and N auxiliary tasks, is presented in Figure 1.
Two fundamental characteristics are shared among all MTL
systems. First, all tasks are trained on the same input features.
Second, all tasks share parameters and internal representations.
The network’s parameters are updated by backpropagating the

combination of the tasks errors through the hidden layers of
the network, with a term:

εMTL = εMain +
N∑

n=1

λn ∗ εAuxiliaryn ,

εMTL being the error combination to be minimized, with
εMain and εAuxiliaryn

respectively the main and auxiliary
distinctive tasks errors, λn is a nonnegative weight and N
the total number of auxiliary tasks. Varying the λn value will
modify the auxiliary task(s) influence on the backpropagated
error. If λn is closer to 1, then the nth auxiliary task will
be as impacting as the main task, whereas for λn near 0,
the auxiliary task would not have any influence on training. In
most cases, the auxiliary tasks are dropped at test time, keeping
only the main task outputs. Selecting relevant auxiliary tasks is
crucial, as MTL can improve the model’s robustness to unseen
data, hence, decreasing overfitting impact. Smaller datasets
can especially benefit from this method, as generalization is a
greater issue with lower resources. Rather than processing each
task independently, sharing the network’s structure among the
different tasks leads to higher performances [4].

Input features

Deep learning based

Acoustic model

Main Task n
th Task N

th Task.   .   . .   .   .

Fig. 1. A Multi-Task Learning network with one main task and N auxiliary
tasks.

IV. AUXILIARY TASK: SPEAKER CLASSIFICATION

As detailed in Section II, a large and diversified number
of auxiliary tasks have been considered for MTL ASR. We
propose in this article speaker classification/recognition as the
auxiliary task.

In order to properly apply MTL, we extract from each
input example of the RNN-LSTM the speaker id, and store
the information in an auxiliary output vector. The size of this
sparse vector is equal to the total number of speakers plus
one more class. The additional class will be selected if the
training input corresponds to a non-speech segment, in other
words, if the speaker is silent at that moment. An example
with N speakers is depicted in Figure 2.

The primary motivation is to draw the networks attention at
the correlation between the phone-state posteriors variability
and the speakers. Physical (vocal organs, gender, age, . . . )
as well as non-physical (regional and social affiliation, co-
articulation, . . . ) characteristics lead to inter-speaker varia-
tions [27]. Furthermore, if the system is able to recognize
the speaker, then this information can be used for a better
interpretation of the distortion brought by one speaker in
comparison to another.
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At training time, the network is taught to recognize the
speaker, whereas at test time, this speaker may not be present
in the training dataset, which is the case in our study. In
such case, the network will try to classify the test speaker to
the closest existing speaker inside the training set. The more
speakers are included in the training dataset, the greater the
chance there is to find a similar speaker during test time.

Moreover, applying deep learning algorithms for speaker
verification has shown encouraging results. For instance,
d-vectors are extracted by training a STL DNN to recognize
speakers with frame level acoustic features [28]. The last layer
before the softmax layer is used for speaker classification by
measuring the cosine distance.

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The training and testing of the MTL setup are done on the
free, open-source, speech recognition toolkit Kaldi [29].

A. Database

The MTL approach we propose was investigated on a
phone recognition task using the TIMIT Acoustic-Phonetic
Continuous Speech Corpus [30].

In order to properly assess this setup, the TIMIT database is
divided in three subsets. The standard training set is composed
of 462 speakers. A development set of 50 speakers is used
first, for fine-tunning the hyper-parameters, and second to
perform early stopping. Finally, the 24-speaker standard test
set is used for evaluation of the model improvement. All
speakers are native speakers of American English, from 8
major dialect divisions of the United States, with no clinical
speech pathologies. There is no overlapping of the speakers
present in one dataset to another, but all 8 dialects can be
found in the three datasets. Each of the speakers is reading
10 sentences. Using the phone label outputs and the supplied
phone transcription, we compute and compare the Phone Error
Rate (PER) metric.

B. Input features

Kaldi’s usual feature extraction pipeline is used. First,
13-dimensional Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
features are extracted, and normalized via Cepstral Mean-
Variance Normalization (CMVN). The neighboring ± 3 frames
are spliced for each frame. The concatenate features dimen-
sionality is reduced by projecting the features into a 40-
dimension feature space using Linear Discriminative Analysis
(LDA) transformation. The final features are obtained through
feature-space Maximum Likelihood Linear Regression (fM-
LLR), a feature-space speaker adaptation method.

The fMLLR features are particularly suitable for our auxil-
iary task, as they normalize inter-speaker variability.

C. System description

The input fMLLR features are processed by a hybrid RNN-
LSTM - Hidden Markov Model (HMM) system. The RNN-
LSTM generates the phoneme-state posterior probabilities
as main task and classifies the speakers as secondary task,

whereas the HMM deals with the speech’s temporal nature.
The system is depicted in Figure 2.

Random seeds are used for input features shuffling, as well
as weight initialization. 40 frames of left context are added
to every input. The RNN-LSTM acoustic model is composed
of three uni-directional LSTM hidden layers, with 1024 cells
per layer and a linear projection of 256 dimensions for each
layer. We use sequences of 20 training labels with a delay of
5 frames. The learning-rate decreases from 0.0012 to 0.00012,
training is stopped after a maximum of 15 iterations, and 100
feature vectors are processed in parallel in every mini-batch.
For both tasks, the error is computed using cross entropy.

During decoding, we use dictionary and language models
to establish the most likely transcription. The auxiliary task
branch is discarded throughout evaluation, leading to a regular
STL system.

We use a RNN-LSTM acoustic model as the auxiliary
task, speaker recognition, requires a wider time window than
the main ASR task. By keeping track of the RNN-LSTM
backward connections, we are able to extend the information
used for the auxiliary task throughout time.

Input features

RNN - LSTM 

Acoustic model

Phone-state posterior  

probabilities
spk. 1 | spk. 2 | ... | spk. N | SIL

HMM decoder

Fig. 2. Illustration of the experimental setup. A RNN-LSTM is trained for two
tasks. Phone-state posterior probabilities estimation as main task and speaker
recognition as auxiliary task. The estimated posterior probabilities are then fed
to a HMM, whereas the auxiliary task is discarded during evaluation. There
is on additional “SIL“ class used if the speaker is silent at that moment.

VI. RESULTS

All results presented in this section, were averaged over
three runs with random seeds, following Abdel-Hamid et al.
work on TIMIT [31].

Baseline

A STL RNN-LSTM is first trained to set the baseline. We
set the weight coefficient λ to 0. This way the auxiliary task
does not influence training, and the system is trained in a STL
manner, estimating only the phone-state posterior probabilities.

Influence of λ coefficients

In order to evaluate the impact of speaker classification as a
MTL auxiliary task, the weight coefficient λ is set successively
to 10−3, 10−2 and 10−1, as in Chen et al. study [24].
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Results

The obtained results are presented in Table I. There is a
small but existing improvement brought by MTL. As Figure 3
outlines it, for λ of 10−3 the PER is reduced in comparison to
STL for both the dev set and the test set. However, increasing
λ over 10−2 degrades the results as the main task is no longer
benefiting from this auxiliary task. The relative improvement
for both tasks is around 1.4% when λ equals 10−3, which is
as a rather small but non-negligible improvement.

Having only 462 speakers in the training can explain the
small improvement brought by this auxiliary task, as it makes
it harder for unknown speakers to be classified. Using a
database containing more speakers in the training set could
improve the PER.

TABLE I
IMPACT OF SPEAKER CLASSIFICATION AS AUXILIARY TASK FOR MTL

SPEECH RECOGNITION.

λ coefficient dev set PER (%) test set PER (%)

0 (STL) 18.43 19.93

10−3 18.17 19.67
10−2 18.60 19.87
10−1 19.00 20.10
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19,00
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λ weight coefficient

dev set

test set

Fig. 3. Phone Error Rate when varying the λ weight coefficient of speaker
classification as auxiliary task, applied to MTL speech recognition.

fMLLR features

As explained earlier, our MTL system is trained using
fMLLR features, a feature-space speaker adaptation method.
Hence, an important question would be to know if this kind
of feature preprocessing is decisive for our MTL setup, as
we also train the system for speaker awareness through the
auxiliary task.

In Figure 4, we compare STL and MTL (λ set at 10−3) with
and without fMLLR transformed features. First of all, we can

see that the overall PER is better with fMLLR features, with
more than 1.5% absolute improvement for both STL and MTL,
on both dev et test sets. Second, the improvement brought by
MTL, compared to STL, is higher when the fMLLR transform
is applied (on average 0.6% relative improvement without
fMLLR, versus 1.4% with fMLLR). Thus, there is a compound
effect when using both fMLLR transformed features and
speaker classification as auxiliary task.

dev set test set

STL 20,30 22,00

 MTL 20,13 21,93

STL + fMLLR 18,43 19,93

MTL + fMLLR 18,17 19,67

18,00
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19,50

20,00
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22,00

P
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o
n
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o
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R
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%

) 

Fig. 4. fMMLR transformation impact on STL and MTL (λ=10−3).

VII. CONCLUSION

In this article we propose a novel MTL auxiliary task for
speech recognition. While training a RNN-LSTM for phone-
state posterior probability estimation, the network is trained
to classify the speakers. Using speaker classification as an
auxiliary task is easy as it does not require further processing
to generate the auxiliary output labels. It is also simple to
reproduce this MTL setup on different databases. Further-
more, using MTL does not require a significantly important
additional amount of computational time as we use the same
internal structure for both tasks. Results show that a small
but non-negligible improvement can be obtained using this
auxiliary task.

Future work will focus on investigating other deep learning
architectures (CNNs for instance) using this MTL setup. We
are also interested in training this setup on databases contain-
ing more speakers. Additionally, we will consider generating
i-vector as another speaker-aware auxiliary task for ASR.
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